Title word cross-reference


AADL [BCK+11]. Abstract [BDT10, MKW11]. Abstraction [YWWY10].
Accelerated [LR12]. Accelerating [PHM+12].
Accurate [PB14, RT12]. Achieve [Th15].
Achieving [ABG+12, BN14, KCSZ14]. across [PPS+10]. Action [WWHL12].
Active [LJ15, OJSO14]. Activities [BY14, NHMI13]. Activity [LLH13, DSC12, GR13, KTC+11, MGBD15].
Activity-Aware [DSTC12]. Acyclic [BBB+15, PGBFW14]. Ad
[BBM10, BAF11, GGZC11, HC15, SJS12, SGG+13, WCKH10, YWH10, YDE11, YT11, ZY+13]. Adaptability [LSW10].
Adaptation [Kh11, RDB14b, TY14, ZS10]. Adapted
Adder-Based [BG15]. Adic [BPK10, DD10b]. Advanced
Advertising [LNFP13, WXZ+12]. AES [SY15]. AET [HTC+15]. Affiliation
[XLM+12, XGLM14, XZLW15].
Affiliation-Hiding [XLM+12, XGLM14, XZLW15]. Against
[BVS+13, BL15b, CW12a, CMA14, HLJ+15, LA12, LO10, SGMH15, WSA15, Che15a].
Agent [AG11, BL11, CFMR14, KTTRJ10, LR14, NA14, RO11, SNG+10, TK11, ZGL15, dFHP+11].
Agent-Based [BL11, KTTRJ10, NA11, TKB11]. Agents
[BH10, Cor11, FT11, SZB15, SYH11, ZC10].
Aggregate [AG15]. Aggregations
[CTIA12]. Agreeing [vdALM+10]. Agreement
[MD15, XLM+12, XGLM14, XZLW15]. Ahead
[JMB12]. Ahead-of-Time [JMB12].
Aided [GMSV14]. Air [XYL+11].
Air-Cushion [XYL+11]. Alan [Lav12].
Algebra [DH12b]. Algebras [HTG12].
Algebras [GH12]. Algorithm [AK12, AUB11, BKP11, Cai12, CW11, Ch14, CFI+13, CGVP15, DA14, DLV10, DB13, HLJ+15, KJ11, KR14, KV15b, LL11a, LL14, LR14, LYY1, MS+11, OR12, SC11, SLL15, WS10, XTH13, XYZ+11, ZWJ+14, ZSJ10].
Algorithmic [Mur10b]. Algorithms
[BBM10, BCG12, BMR11, CCL14, CHL14, DE10, HJK13, KRD13, LS14, Mar10a, MBRM15, PB14, SSK12, TKM11, Tah11, Tim11, WOV+10, YDE11, YS15, ZBY+10, ZW15, wZIG15, ZDZ+15a, GQ10].
Alignment [LA15, VRD10].
All-Against-All [LA12]. Alliance [Ano10].
Allocation [BAFF11, CLH+14, CMKJ10, Do11, FGS15, HGZ10, KV15a, KLI0, KCZJ14, LS14, NNN+14, RAJ15, SLV+11, SKK+12, SZB15].
Ambient [CvdT10, LLV10, PSS10, SS10a, SSY15, vDBvEW10]. Ami [SKK+12].

Asymmetric [XLM+12, XGLM14, XZLW15].

Asynchronous [DGFGHZ13, Hie13, KW11, LAP11, ZLX+15]. Atmospheric [LWKB15].

Atomic [DGFGHZ13]. Attack [DSB15, HLJ+15, HLAZ15, KH10].

Attackers [BL15b]. Attacking [YZJH12].

Attacks [BKBK14, Che15a, CMA14, LO10, SY15, SH15, SGH15, TV12].

Attribute [HSMY12, HSMY14, WLH15b]. Attribute-Based [HSMY12, HSMY14, WLH15b].

Authentication [HLLC11, MBC15, WZXL12, WT10]. Authority [XZLW15]. Authorization [SRD+12]. Authorized [HTC+15].

Automatic [AFKT12, FADF15, IDVGMP+13, LHmXJL11, MT11, PWY+13].


Autonomous [DB15, WYL+13].

Availability [LFHF14]. Avoidance [CRGM14]. Aware [ACG+11, AGP10, Cha10a, CCLH13, CK10, Cor11, DJAJ15, DSTC12, Do11, GM11, JG15, KHC15, KSPR15, LR14, LWS+14, MSH+11, NSRP15, RRCC+15, SSY15, WCKH10, XZY+10, YDE11, YGLW15, HMZ15, WS10].

Awareness [RL11]. Axes [Whi12a]. Axial [VBVP14].


Backbone [DE10]. Backoff [IAG+14].


Bandits [CW12a]. Bandwidth [PAH10]. Bandwidth-Based [LFHF14].

Bandwidth-Availability-Based [LFHF14]. Bandwidth-Based [WCKH10]. Barrier [KSH+14].

Based [AOS+15, AFGG11, AZHASD14, ABS12, ACPD11, ASS15, BL11, BG15, BDC11, BÜ11, BGM+13, BACD13, Cai12, CLL14, CCUA14, CZLC14, CCC+10, Ch12, DE10, DH12a, DJAJ15, DB13, ED09, ED10, Erg11, FNP12, GWW+13, GWCC15, GLBS13, GYDX12, FY13, GJJ15, HSMY12, HSMY14, HLJ+15, HPG+15, HHL10, HZX15, HLC10a, HuRH+15, HH14, IS13, IDVGMP+13, JDAS12, JD12, JHHC15, KICH15, KAS13, KTRR10, KVX12, LHYW12, LP14, LDLJ15, LTH+15, LPL15, LSLW15, LS14, LY10, LI11b, LCLL12, LWW13, LPD13, LFHF14, LGHD15, LL10, LGPRH14, LNBFP13, LDB+15, ML13, MBC15, MKN13, MGBD15, NSRP15, Nci11, ÖKA11, PABD10, PB12, PilCH11, PR11, PYM+15, PDNH15, Pop11, RHH12, RSW14, RAJ15, RRCC+15, RJV13, SV15, SAKOK11, SL10a, SH15, SIZL15, SGH15, STBB14, TLRE11, Tan11, TPG+15, TWN14, TTT12, TTH15, TV12, TKB11, VBVP14, VGA15].

Based [Wan14, WS15, WLH15b, WCKH10, WT10, WMS+12, WCW+14, WHSW15, XLM+14, XXW11, XGLM14, YC11, YGFL15, YWR+14, YYO15, YMWS11, ZTBW11, ZWJ+14, ZDM+15, ZXZ+11, ZCL+12, ZCL13, ZVH11, ZSJ10, ZZZ14, ZHL15, ZDZ+15b, BWR12, FM11, HY11, Hsu12, IA15, KJ11, LSW10, MS14, RLRVGA15, WS10, WXZ+12]. Basis
[BBP13, Bro10, Mel13]. Bayesian
[Cha11, GOR10]. BCPL [Ric13]. BE
[VRD10]. Bees [RLVGA15, XYL11].
Before [SWLZ12]. Behavior [TKB11].
Behavioral
[Cao10, Cao14, GIP12a, GIP12b].
Behaviors [GAF15]. Behaviour
[WDW12]. Behaviours [RiCH10].
Benchmarking [Jar12, MSWI12].
Benchmarks [LPV10, WT12]. Bending
[Xie11]. Better [JG15]. Between
[JLS11, RSW14, ZC10, LCX14].
Betweenness [Che14]. Beyond [Roc12].
Bézier [GTS13]. BFT [CVN13].
BFT-TO [CVN13]. Bibliography [Cal11b].
Bidders [FXV10, Vel10]. Bidirectional
[HC15]. Bilinear [ASS15, IL15]. Binary
[ACP11, LYC11, Mer13]. Binding [CK10].
Bio [ABG12]. Bio-Inspired [ABG12].
Bioinspiration [XYL11]. Biological
[Mit12]. BIP [ACP11]. Bipancycle
[Fan10]. Bipancycle-Connectivity [Fan10].
Bipancyclicity [Fan11]. Birthmark
[PfLCH11]. Biswapped [LC14, XS11]. Bit
[CHL14, GGZC11, OLL15, YLL12, KVV12].
Bit-Parallel [CHL14]. Bit-Vectors
[OLL15]. Bits [Sin12]. BlackjackBench
[DLM14]. Blind
[BCPV11, LGPRH14, Tan11, YMWS11].
Blogs [HY15]. Body
[BY14, KL14, KSPR15]. Body-Worn
[BY14]. Book
[Gaz10, Jas10, Juh10, Lar10, Lav12, Lev10a, Lev11a, Maj10, Mar10a, Ul11]. Boolean
[AGR15, SZL15]. Boosted [ÖKA11].
Boosting [FNP12]. both [SDN15]. Botnet
[NSA15]. Bottom [BGM13]. Bottom-Up
[BGM13]. Boundary [BKPS10].
Bounded [KLA15, PDHN15, ZYT13].
Bounding [CTIA12, MPLDV13]. Bounds
[LL15, PB14]. box [RMP10]. boxes [LL15].
BPEL [MK15]. Brain [VBVP14].
Branches [YLC15]. Branching
[GF13, WCW10]. Breaking [CLS15].
Bribery [CW12a]. British [GG10]. Broker
[SBBB12]. Browsing [YZHJ12]. BT
[WT12]. Buffering [HNC13]. Building
Business [LDB15, WDW12]. Bytecode
[BDT10].
C [LCMC11, YYW10]. C-like [LCMC11].
C3ware [LPL14]. Cache [HLAZ15, Kha11, LGHD15, SY15, YC11, ZWJ14]. Caching
[GRVD15, HGRV15, HLAZ15, YIUH14].
Calculation [NYT11]. Calculus
[HY11, Mis14, Cao10]. Call [HL10a].
Cambridge [Ma10, H11]. Cancellation
[BBP13]. Capabilities [DBHC15, Lop15a].
Capability [IA15, SDN15]. Capacitor
[Mar10b]. Capsule
[Kam10, Kam11a, Kam11b, Kam11c, Kam11d, Kam11e, Kam11f, Kam11g, Kam11h, Kam11i, Kam11j, Kam12a, Kam12b, Kam12c, Kam12d, Kam12e, Kam12f, Kam12g, Kam12h, Kam12i, Kam12j, Kam12k, Kam13]. Capture
[BP10, ZD15]. Capturing [CXR14].
Carbon [HMZ15, MSWI12, RATB13].
Carbon-aware [HMZ15]. Carlo [WL13].
Cartesian [YC14b]. Cascadable
[BHAC10]. Cascade [Kot11]. Case
[Bla13, PRG10, RMGT11, SY15]. Cases
[GB14, SHH15]. Cash [Tan11, YMWS11].
Casting [CW12a]. Categorization
[CCZ10, PYY13]. Caterpillars [CFS14].
CBR [KAS13]. CBR-Based [KAS13].
CCA
[CCZ14, GWW13, LSN15, PDHN15].
CCA-Secure [CCZ14, GWW13]. CDH
[PDHN15]. Celebration [Har11]. Cell
[CCUA14, VRD10]. Cellular
[Dan11, LAP11, LZZ13, ZYY13]. Center
[JWCZ13]. Centrality [Che14]. Centres
[RATB13]. Centric [GRVD15, HGRV15].
Centroid [GYDX12]. cepstral [CC11].
Comparison [AHM15, CQL10, Do11].


Computable [Bla13]. Computation [Abd15, Aho12, Bac12, Baj12, BBDF11, BE12, Buz12, Che14, Con12, Den12a, DW12, Den12b, Den12c, Fra12, FGS15, Frel2, Gel12, LLZY15, LHM+15, Mit12, NSMS14, Ros12a, Ros12b, SH10, SCD15, WHL15a, Weg12].

Computational [Aho12, KV15a, NBN14, Nil10, Tra12].


Content [AAA13, AGP10, GRVD+15, GLBS13, HGRV15, ÓKA11, PW12, PA15, PZPS15, PH15, SMLM14, VBVP14, WZXL12, XLM+14, ZXX+11].

Content-Based [VBVP14, XL+14]. Content-Boosted [ÓKA11].


Contention-Based [PR11, ZTBW11].
Context
[Cha10a, DG15a, KHC15, KBMA12, MHW10, PCLU12, RL11, SVP13, SSY15, Swa11].
Context-Adaptive [SVP13].
Context-Aware [Cha10a, KHC15, SSY15].
Context-Awareness [RL11].
Context-Driven [DG15a].
Contexts [SMLM14].
Contextual [WXZ +12].
Continuity [PSS10]. Continuous [Dow15, Par15, Tra12]. Continuous-Digit [Par15].
Contract [DGFGHZ13]. Contracting [JZ13]. Contracts [vdALM +10].
Contrast [JDAS12]. Contrasting [LPP +13].
Contrasting [GMS +12, PHM +12, RTE +13, ZXY +10, YGH +14, YS15, CLL10].
Controllerability [Cha10b, DH12a].
Controllers [MT11].
Control [ATS15, CCUA14, Cha10b, Che15b, HSMY12, HHS +15, HLC10a, HCL15, JCSZ13, KH15, LWW13, LKG10, SC10, WH11, XTH11, YDE11, ZTBW11, ZLY10, ZG15].
Controlled [GTS +11].
Controling [ABS12].
Controlled [GMS +12, PHM +12, RTE +13, ZXY +10, YGH +14, YS15, CLL10].
Corrections [BS12, GTS +11, LL11a].
Customers [HY15].
Correcting [ABS14].
Correlation [XTH11].
Correspondence [Mur10a].
Correspondences [WD12].
Corrigendum [ED10, GIP +12a, KO15].
Costs [HJM12, MSW1 +12]. Coteries [Kuo10].
Could [Sab11].
Counter [BGM +13].
Counter-Based [BGM +13].
Countermeasures [PZPS15].
Counts [DHW10, Mal10].
Coupled [Erg11].
Covariance [AAH10].
Cover [ISD15, LWPZ13].
Coverage [SP10, TMOO11]. Coverage-Driven [SP10]. Covered [ABM12].
Covering [BBB +15]. Covert [NSA15].
CPL [Ric13].
CPRC [RMGT11].
CRC [Joh10]. CRC/Taylor [Joh10].
Creation [HY15].
Creative [PCLU12].
Critical [ZW15].
CRESCENT [Elg15].
Critical [Cro10, RMB15, YW14, ZLCW14]. CRM [LHM +15].
Cross [CCF11, DS15, Erg11, KO15, LHM +15, PCLU12, YGFL15, ZLY10].
Cross-Context [PCLU12].
Cross-Coupled [Erg11].
Cross-Layer [LHM +15].
Cross-Resolution [KOA15].
Cross-Network [CCF11].
Cryptographic [RMP10, YS15].
Cryptography [LWL10].
Cryptology [LWL10].
Cycle [MKN13].
Cycle-Based [MKN13].
Cycles [BWR12, GTS +11, LL11a].
Cycle-Based [MKN13].
Cycling [ZLY +15, HB11].

D
[DB13, GB10, Hua14, LJ15, MBRM15, PG11].
D-like [LJ15].
Daily [BY14].
Data [ABCG11, Cao14, CCF11, CCC +10, CPSK07, Dow15, FYMY15, FPY15, GRK13, GAFP +14, HSMY14, HZHC11, JYP +15, JRC +10, JWCZ13, KRD13, Kh11, KSPR15, KLY +15, Kot11, LHA13, LLZY15, LCMC11, LHFF13, MDY15, MDF12, Mur10a, OKA11, PB12, SP14, PG11, PZL12, RATB +13, RM08, SSS +12b, SWL12, Tan15, WLH15a, WBS15, ZHV11, ZH14, ZTL15, Gaz10, Lev10a].
Data-Driven [GRK13]. Database [Cha10a, SC11]. Dataflow [WS15].
DDoS [SP15]. Deadline [CLSV15]. Deadline-Constrained [CLSV15].
Deadlock [Cha10b, YEFVJ15]. Deadlock-Free [YEFVJ15].
Decades [Koc10]. Decentralized [BDL13, CMKJ10, JRC10, RFMJ10, SDW13, VMF14].
Decimal [KJ11]. Decision [Ano10, DG15a, Lev10a, SS10b, Tah11, XXW11, Yil12, RM08].
Decomposition [ACG11, KVX12, LR12]. Decoupling [HK13].
Deduplication [LDLJ15, MDY15]. Deduplication-Based [LDLJ15].
Deep [Mur10a, TD12, VWR11, dLGCML14].
Defence [Nic11]. Degradation [Kuo10].
Degree [AHM15, LPV10]. Degrees [HBDJ13]. Delay [AG12, AK12].
Delegated [MZHY15, TMC15]. Delegation [YAM15]. Deletion [TPG15].
Delivery [AGP10, ABCG11]. Delta [BPK10].
Denial [BKBK14, LO10]. Dense [ABH15]. Density [ZH14].
Dependability [BCK11].
Dependable [Llo13]. Dependencies [BL15a, FSGS15, LLTY13].
Dependancy [DJAJ15]. Dependent [DB15, Dim13, PT13]. Deployed [ED09, ED10].
Deploying [Cor11, DCLN11, FT11]. Deployment [HL15, ZWJ14].
Depth [AUB11].
Depth-optimal [AUB11]. Deriving [Mel13, YEFVJ15]. Design [AK12, BGM11, CvdT10, Cro10, DAOG14, DPZ11, FWC13, Fra11, HLC10b, Jas10, JC10, LJA13, Lop12, MGBD15, Nur07, RTE13, SKKM15, YAQ12].


Enduring [For12]. Energy [ACG+11, AG12, ARVR15, BGD+10, CCL13, DA14, DSTC12, Do11, GM11, GLL+13, GTM15, GZZ11, JG15, JLS11, JWC13, KV15a, LZZZ13, LDLJ15, LWPZ13, LLN+15, LBF14, LSCG10, MSH+11, MSW+12, PHE15, PSP14, RATB+13, SDN15, SHL+15, WYL+13, WS10, Xie11, YDE11, ZTBW11, ZYY+13, ZYR+13, ZLYX10, ZNQR15].

Energy-Aware

[ACG+11, Do11, GM11, MSH+11, WS10]. Energy-Constrained [ZLYX10].


Engineering

[Awa13, BS10a, Bro10, Ham12, Jar11, JK12, LMA+15, RLJ15, RMR15, SL10a, TB10, dLCGML14].

Engineers [Har10a]. Engines


Entities [CWWK14]. Entity [PWY+13].

Entropy

[GIP+12a, GIP+12b, YGFL15, ZDZ+15b]. Entropy-Based [YGF15]. Environment [CC14, CDYC11, CL15, FT11, IJ14, KLT+15, LDLJ15, LJYL13, NNN+14, PZL12, TV15, XTH11, ZSX10].


Experiments [RDB14b, RHG+11, SLP11, SLZ15]. Expert [YMS+15]. Explicit [KLA+15].


Exponential [AAHT10]. Exposing [YSC+15]. Exposure [BVS+13].

Exposures [CZC10]. Expressing [ZV15]. Expression [HBDJ13]. Expressions [AGR15, KV15b, PB14]. Expressiveness
[BE12, WVGP11]. **Extend** [TMC15].

**Extended** [BCK+11, BMG12, HZW+14, KV15b, SH15].

**Extending** [dLGCM14]. **Extension** [OJSO14, SVS15], **Extensions** [LWL10].

**External** [LHCN11]. **Extractable** [CZLC14]. **Extracting** [CWWK14].

**Extension** [AFKT12, AHM15, CC11, GLBS13, NLDH11, PA15, PWY+13].

**F5** [LLY+12]. **Face** [CC11, CW12b, GB10].

**Facilitating** [KLA+15, WSR11]. **Factor** [CLH+14].

**Factorization** [YAM+15].

**Factors** [RMGT11]. **Failure** [CRGM14, GSAS12].

**Failures** [Cro10, WLI+14, YAQ12]. **Fair** [CLH+14].

**Factorization** [YAM+15].

**Factorization** [YAM+15].

**Failure** [CRGM14, GSAS12].

**Fault** [Fan11, HZHC11, SP10, Sin12, SZL15, YWR+14, ZMSM13].

**Fault-Based** [SZL15].

**Fault-Tolerant** [YWR+14].

**Faults** [GOR+10].

**Feature** [AHM15, BPKS10, CC11, HPG+15, JD12, JS15, NLDH11, PA15, ZYYW13].

**Features** [KYU11, LL11b, YWDW12, ZCL+12, ZTL15].

**February** [GG10].

**FES** [PS15].

**Fictional** [SL10b].

**Fields** [PG11].

**File** [LY10, WHP+13, XXW11].

**File-Sharing** [LY10]. **Files** [PH15].

**Filtering** [Cai12, HSMY14, HGRV15, KXS+10, KVX12, OKA11].

**Filtering-Based** [Cai12]. **Find** [FSGS15].

**Finding** [KCC15]. **Fine** [KL10].

**Finite** [KL10].

**Finite** [HT15, KV15b, Ros14, Whi12a].

**Finite-State** [Ran14].

**First** [BBDF11, Hart11, Lav12, LHFF13].

**Fixed** [NK14].

**Flash** [LHCN11, MH11].

**Flaw** [SH15].

**Floating** [AAHTH10, PB14].

**Floating-Point** [AAHTH10, PB14].

**Flow** [ATS15, KL10, LZZZ13, ZQ13].

**Flow-Level** [LZZZ13].

**Folded** [YLC15].

**Foraging** [XYL+11].

**Forensics** [MS12].

**Foro** [IDVGMP+13].

**Farms** [Do11, Mit10].

**Fast** [CLL14, GTN10, Kor11, KVX12, LH13, LK14, NYT+11, VM14, XHC+15].

**FastSpMM** [OVGG14].

**Fault** [Fan11, HZHC11, SP10, Sin12, SZL15, YWR+14, ZMSM13].

**Fault-Based** [SZL15].

**Fault-Tolerant** [YWR+14].

**Faults** [GOR+10].

**Feature** [AHM15, BPKS10, CC11, HPG+15, JD12, JS15, NLDH11, PA15, ZYYW13].

**Features** [KYU11, LL11b, YWDW12, ZCL+12, ZTL15].

**February** [GG10].

**FEC** [TY14].

**Federated** [SBBB12].

**Feedback** [PYM+15, ZH15].

**Feedback-Based** [PYM+15].

**FEIPS** [DG15b].

**Fewer** [Cha10b].

**FHSD** [SP15].

**Fibonacci** [KBN10].

**Fragmentation** [PSP14].

**Framework** [AKA15, AZ12, ADI13, BS10a, CZC10, Elg15, FWC13, Fra11, GM11, GMS+12, yHRT+12, Hsu12, HuRF+15, KKM+15, KTA12, PA15, RMFM15, RMR15, SRD+12, SPJA11, WN11, ZJ14].

**Frameworks** [RMGT11].

**Francis** [Joh10].

**Francois** [Pen10].

**Frank** [Joh10].

**Free** [HJP15, IL15, MDY15, RDB14b, THT15, YEFVJ15, YWSH10].

**Frequent** [LLZY15, MDSF12].

**Freshness** [RBNB15].

**Friendly** [KCC15].

**FSMs** [PS15].

**Fuel** [XYL+11].

**Full** [PG11].

**Fully** [AKFT12, HLLC11, LSLW15, SGH15].

**Function** [AAHTH10, CQS13, HLC10a].

**Functional** [AKA15, BL15a, FSGS15, LLTY13, ZYT13, ZWTM15].

**Functions** [BUB13, SH10].

**Fundamental** [Bac12].

**Fundamentals** [Joh10, Shi08].

**Fusion** [Nic11].

**Fusions** [Mis14].

**Future** [BKBK14, HJL10, JSP13, SSY15, WOV+10].

**Fuzzy** [CW12b, JAD12, KRDH13, SVS15, mAYL10, ZFZ12].

Hidden [DDG*15, KÖ14, KO15].
Hierarchical
[XTH13, YLL+12, YT11, ZYT13].
Hiding [XLM+12, XGLM14, ZXLIW15].
High [BKP11, BK12a, BK12b, BK14, LSFLW15, NMS14, PABD10, SSS12a, ZCL13].
High-Performance
[BGM*11, EB12, ECL15, GIB12, Jar12, LHFF13, LGHD15, MDSF12, PW12].
High-Priority
[BGM*11, ECL15, Jar12, LGHD15, EB12].
High-Speed
[ASG15, PW12, GIB12, MDSF12].
Highly
[AS11, PBL14, DT13].
Hill
[SJS12].
Hill-Area-Restricted
[SJS12].
Hillston
[BTHS12].
HISS
[Cao10].
Hierarchical
[CA10].
Historical
[CWWK14].
Histories
[QS15].
Hit
[MS14].
Hit-Growth
[BK12a, BK12b, MRPR15].
Histogram
[LL11b].
Home
[MMPB10].
Honey
[RLVRGA15].
Honeybee
[XYL+11].
Hop
[YTL11].
HPC
[WS15].
Human
[HHS+15, IA15, Lev11b, SLZ14, WWHL12].
Humans
[RSBNB15].
Hybrid
[ABCG11, CLL14, GBBK14, JYP+15, KSH+14, LWZ13, LSTC11, LGHD15, Ort11, SLV+11, WT12, YC11, YC14b].
Hyper
[KÖ14, KO15, YLC15].
Hyper-heuristics
[KÖ14, KO15].
Hyper-heuristics
[KÖ14, KO15].
Hyper-Stars
[YLC15].
Hyperbolic
[AK12].
Hypercube
[KSA12].
Hypercubes
[BP11, BK12b, MRPR15].
Hyperegraphs
[FSGS15].
I/O
[AD11, DCLN11, WHP+13].
I/Os
[XCH+15].
IB
[CZLC14].
Iceberg
[YC14a].
ID
[TT12, TTH15, WT10, YLL+11, ZCL13].
ID-Based
[TT12, TTH15, WT10, ZCL13].
Ideas
[PTP10].
Identification
[GBBK11, VGA15, YGFL15].
Identifying
[FXV13, PHB15].
Identity
[ASS15, CZLC14, Chi12, GJJ15, HXZ15, LSLW15, SGH15, Wan14].
Identity-Based
[ASS15, CZLC14, Chi12, GJJ15, HXZ15, LSLW15, SGH15, Wan14].
IDS
[GBBK14].
IEEE
[AAHTH10, AZHSD14, RHF+15, YT11].
IEEE-754
[AAHTH10].
IGM
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